INTRODUCTION

Occupational Health involves care of the "Total Man". No where is this more true than when medicine is practised in remote and hostile environments.

A group often forgotten about when considering occupational health care is the scientific community working in Antarctica. Yet as far back as 1772 accounts of the physical manifestations of scurvy in Antarctic voyages were recorded. Many doctors who accompanied those early expeditions documented their medical experiences.

Whereas previously man was only a fleeting visitor to Antarctica he has surmounted many difficulties to establish himself there on a permanent basis.

The British Antarctic Survey operate 5 stations in that cold land. Halley Bay, situated on a floating ice shelf, 1280 kms from the South Pole is the only base to have had a medical officer permanently on site since it was established in 1956. This paper is a retrospective study of the medical conditions arising at Halley Bay during its first 25 years.

METHOD

The information in this survey was obtained by reviewing the reports submitted by medical officers who wintered at Halley Bay between 1956 - 1980. Diagnoses of illness and injury were coded using the International Classification of Diseases (ICD 1975).

RESULTS

Between 1956 - 1980 a total of 552 men wintered over at Halley Bay. During that time there were 5 deaths, all due to accidents. This gives a crude mortality rate of 9.05/1000. The total number of diagnoses in the reports was 688. There were also 258 dental fillings and extractions.

34.2% of cases were due to Injury and Poisoning. Of these there were 24 fractures; 10 upper limb, 5 lower limb, 2 facial, 3 vertebral and 4 chest fractures. There were 5 dislocations, 10 concussions, 32 sprains/strains and 27 back injuries. In addition 15 men suffered from carbon monoxide poisoning.

14.2% of cases were due to Gastro-Intestinal System diseases. Three cases of acute appendicitis were documented.

11.6% of cases were categorised Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Diseases, 22 of which were skin infections.

Injury and Poisoning plus Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders accounted for 41.6% of those treated. Only one medical evacuation took place (a doctor who sustained a concussion, facial injuries and fractured spine after a fall). No case of serious cold injury was documented although there were 14 cases of snowblindness. Records were insufficiently detailed to allow an estimate of minor cold injuries to be made.

Amongst the more unusual cases was one of Giardia Lamblia, 3 cases of Syphilophobia and one case of vestibular neuronitis.
The doctor at Halley Bay frequently had responsibility for the other 4 British bases. Consultations and treatment were carried out over the radio. From the 1978 medical log compiled by the author 25.3% of consultations were with the other 4 bases.

DISCUSSION

Analysis of the medical records indicated that more attention to detail was necessary. The results are an underestimate of the total cases seen and treated. Between 1956-71, reports included comments such as; "several" cases of insomnia; indigestion was 'prevalent'; a 'few cases' of backache. This is not unique to British stations. The results presented are similar to those obtained by other nations. Using the ICD method it was evident that, as with other nations, trauma and musculoskeletal problems formed the bulk of the medical workload.

The absence of serious cold injury may reflect an awareness of the environmental hazard or the fact that man spends only 9-15% of his time outdoors.

With the world's natural resources dwindling, new and untapped reserves of energy are being sought. It seems likely, however unwelcome that Antarctica is poised for an invasion of workers seeking to exploit the Continents vast reserves. If this happens there will be a need for epidemiological information on the occupational hazards of working there, so that the care of the scientific workers can be improved.
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